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BRAND PERSONALITY
Background

The Fill is a site that serves as a guide for eating in college. With a
focus in the Triangle, the Fill provides information regarding meals
within the area.

Overview

The Fill is a website with a goal to appeal to college students. With
a younger and friendly vibe, the Fill helps young people with meal
prepping, learning new cooking skills, finding restaurants in the area
as well as the events associated with these restaurants.

Story

Our company was built upon real life situations that college students
everywhere face. Figuring out what you are going to eat everyday
can be more stressful than intended. There are students who cook,
want to learn how to cook or love to eat out. Whichever category
you fall under, we want to help you find the best possible options
that will make your life easier.

Mission

To enrich people’s daily lives by inspiring and fulfilling an
appreciation, awareness and curiosity for food.

Vision

To help college students figure out their path regarding food. All
students have different eating habits and different wants regarding
food/meals, and we want to be able to include everyone’s needs.
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COLOR PALETTE

LOGO COLORWAYS

Primary Colors

Main logo color
RGB: 190 30 45
CMYK: 18 100 91 8
HEX: #BE1E2D
Pantone: Rubine Red C

RGB: 0 0 0
CMYK: 75 68 67 90
HEX: #000000
Pantone: Black C

RGB: 255 255 255
CMYK: 0 0 0 0
HEX: #FFFFFF
Pantone: Opaque White

RGB: 250 192 13
CMYK: 2 25 100 0
HEX: #FAC00D
Pantone: 14-0957 TPX
Spectra Yellow

RGB: 165 167 170
CMYK: 37 29 28 0
HEX: #A5A7AA
Pantone: Cool Gray 7 U

Secondary Colors

RGB: 26 51 112
CMYK: 100 91 28 14
HEX: #1A3370
Pantone: Blue 072 CP

***Other colors may be added based on holidays or events (i.e. St. Patrick’s Day,
Halloween, New Year’s).
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PROFILE PICTURES

MINIMUM SIZE

1in minimum size (for
print, can be smaller
for web).

1.5in minimum size
(no silverware after
2in).

CLEAR SPACE

Use for Instagram
and Twitter Profile
Pictures.

Use for Facebook or other social media
profile pictures.

DON’T DO THIS

Do not warp when re-sizing.

0.25in white space.

0.125in white space.

***Fork and knife from logo can be enlarged and
used in various colors as a design element.

Do not use dark colors on top of each other OR light colors on top of each other. Icons
follow these guidelines as well.
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TYPE USE

TYPEFACES
Proxima Nova
- Body Copy
- Headlines
- Captions
- Footnotes

Regular
Extra-Bold
Medium-Italic
Light

Jubilat
- Subheads
- Pullquotes/
links

Regular
Semi-Bold

***Important important words and ingredients will stand out in Jubilat Semi-Bold.

Headers and titles will use all caps. Web and mobile menus, such as
FILTERS will use all caps with Proxima Nova Regular. Subheads will
be normally typed out (first letter of first word is capitalized).
Highlighted words will be in Jubilat Semi-Bold and only capitalized if
at beginning of sentence.
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SOCIAL MEDIA

PHOTO TREATMENT
Photos will be edited to have more bright, vibrant colors. We do this
to enhance the food in the photo, making it more appealing and
eye-catching to the veiwer as they are scrolling through their social
media timeline.
Most photos will have red in them, so with more vibrant colors, that
red pops out, creating a balance with the overall branding of The
Fill. The pop of red in the photos will help lead the eye around the
webpage as well.

Instagram posts will feature quick videos, bright photos, and promos for The Fill.

Before

Tweets will also have bright photos and friendly captions.

After
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PRINT COLLATERAL
Business Cards

Poster/Flyers

Front

Napkin Inserts

Back
***Dark colors and light colors may be layered when dealing with large shapes,
since they will still be readable. Specific color combinations can vary
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EXAMPLE STORIES

Desktop (line depicts screen cutoff)

Desktop
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EXAMPLE STORIES CONT.

Mobile

Desktop

